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The result is to be submitted by the deadline stated above via the Moodle
interface as a .zip or .tgz file which contains

• A PDF file with

– a cover page with the title of the course, your name, Matrikelnummer,
and email-address,

– the specification of the program and the definitions of the loop in-
variant and of the termination term,

– the derivation of the verification conditions (not only the finally gen-
erated conditions),

– a listing of the ProofNavigator file used in the exercise,

– for each proof of a formula F , a screenshot of the RISC ProofNavi-
gator after executing the command proof F ,

– optionally any explanations or comments you would like to make;

• the RISC ProofNavigator (.pn) file used for the proof;

• the proof directory generated by the RISC ProofNavigator.
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Exercise 3: Reverting an Array

Take the following code snippet which reverts an array a in place:

i = 0;
n = a.length;
while (2*i+1 < n)
{
b = a[i];
a[i] = a[n-i-1];
a[n-i-1] = b;
i = i+1;

}

Your tasks are the following:

1. Specify the program by a Hoare triple.

2. Assuming that you are given a suitable invariant I and termination term T ,
derive the verification conditions for proving the total correctness of the
program (partial correctness plus termination).

3. Give promising definitions for I and T .

4. Develop a theory in the RISC ProofNavigator for the verification condi-
tions and attempt to prove these.

5. (Repeat steps 1–4 until the verification succeeds).

The Hoare triple shall be as expressive as possible. If you cannot close a proof,
submit the corresponding partial proof tree.

Hints: your loop invariant has to describe both the reverted and the not yet
reverted part of the array.

For performing the proof, you may (at your choice) ultimately either expand the
definitions of the array operations or apply the lemmas in the theory of arrays,
see the previous two exercises.

For proving termination, define (in analogy to the predicate Invariant denoting
the loop invariant) a function Term (denoting the termination term) that returns
an INT value and that is parameterized over the program variables.

One then has to prove as an additional verification condition

Invariant(...) => Term(...) >= 0

Furthermore, declare a constant N which you use to prove (along with the
preservation of the invariant) that that the termination term is decreased:

Invariant(...) AND ... AND Term(...) = N =>
Invariant(...) AND Term(...) < N

See for an example also the conditions for proving the termination of binary
search in the file binarysearch2.pn on the course site.
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